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R-390A OPERATING PROCEDURE:

How to Tune and Operate an R-390AlUBR

Charles A. Taylor
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tINO ~i]it" of the frequ..",=¥1i'il 10 re~Q 15, a.r,d,..tthe
1,st thr.,e digits of e:e fre::."""",y <'Iial t.o ;",~d 400. If
~FBI on 960 kHz is the station to be re~e1v."d, set the

first two digits of the frequency dial to read 00, and
set the last three digits of the fre~uency dial to read
+000 (Note that the last three digits of the frequency
dial progress from 700 to 800 to 900 to +000, rather
than to 1000). If ~WV or WWVH is the station to be

received, set the first two digits to read 20, and the
last two digits to read 000.

D. Set BFO ON/OFF switch to 05.
E. Set LINE METER to "0",

F. Set LINE GAIN control "4",

G. Tighten down ZERO ADJ control fully clockwise.
H, 1;""ileobserving th~ indication on the LINE LEVEL meter

(upper left-hand corner of the receiver front panel), tune
the KILOCYCLE CHANGE control until an indication is
observed on the LINE LEVEL meter. When this indication is

obtained, adjust the LINE GAIN control for an approximately
midscale indication on the LINE LEVEL meter, then continue

to rotate the KILOCYCLE OL~GE control slo~. Somewhere in
the range of rotation of the KILOCYCLE CHANGE control, the

indication on the LINE LEVEL meter will be observed to ~
~~ rise aqain sharply. Set the KILOCYCLE CHANGE control
for the minimal indication at the dip of the LINE LEVEL
'Jeter. At this point, the odometer dial is calibrated to

read frequency accurately, but only within the frequency
span to which the MEGACYCLE CHANGE control i5 presently
set. If the MEGACYCLE CHANGE control is set to another

frequency span, the calibration procedure should be repeated
in order to assure accurate frequency readout-

I. Loosen ZERO ADJUST control by rotating fully counterclock-
wise.

J. Set FUNCTION switch to AGC.

3. Tuning:
A. Set KILOCYCLE CHANGE control so that the last three digits

of the odometer-type frequency dial correspond to the last

three digits of the frequency to be received. Using the
examples cited earlier, in the case of ZBMI on 1230 kHz,
set the KILOCYCLE CHANGE control to read 230 on the last

three digits or the frequency dial. In the case of AFRTS on
15430 kHz, set the KILOCYCLE CHANGE control to read 430 on
the frequency dial. In the case of ZFBI on 960 kHz, set the
KILOCYCLE CHANGE control to read 960 on the frequency dial.
In the case of WWV or WWVH on 20000 kHz, set the KILOCYCLE
CHANGE control to read 000 on the frequency dial.

B. When the station or statioDSon the desired frequency is/
are audible"rock first the KILOCYCLE CHANGE and then the
ANT TRIM control for a peak indication on the CARRIER LEVEL
liieter (upper right-hand corner of the receiver front panel).

Then again adjust the KILOCYCLE CHANGE control for clearest,
;;oat intelligible audio from the desired station.

C. Set either LINE GAIN or LOCAL GAIN for a suitable level of

audio output from the receiver (depeRding on whichever

audio channel, either local (e.g. via the front panel
PHONES jack] or line [via rear panel termiaal board con-
nections] are used).

Having been asked to discribe or demonstrate the operation of
an R-390A to DXers, and having been requested to write an

Operating Procedure for U.S. Navy radiomen concerning this
same receiver .while at U.S. Naval Air Station Bermuda, I

thought that it may be worthwhile to pass these along to
IRCAers and to whoever else would be able to use them. First
of all, I will present the Operating Procedure in its entir-

ity, and then some notes and expanded explanations;

1. Initial setup:
A. Set FliJiCTIONswitch (right cc:nter of I1i~iv~r f.-ant "';.Del)

to ST".NDBY, .
B. 3~EAK IN switch position is irrelevant.
C. ~et LIMITER control (top right Lanter of front p.~el) to OFF

(fully counterclockwise).
D. Set AGe switch (at left of LIMITER control) to M£D.

E. ;;et Jd,T TRIM control to .idrange ("0").

F. .<;etI,INE G.z.IN control(upper left center of front PO-! ell to
.0" (fully. counterclockwise).

G. Set LINE ~ETER switch (left of LINE GAIN control) to OFF.
H. Set AUDIO k~SPONSg switch (below LINE GAIN control)to WIDE.
I. ~ot BFO PITCH control (lover left of AUDIO SWITCH) to "0".
J. Set BANDWIDTH KC switch (left of BFO PITCH control) to one

of the following positions for corresponding types of
<'mis..ioDa:

BANDWIDTHKC EMISSION
i. 16 local AM or SW broadcast
ii. 8 a..ilocalAM or SW broadcast
iii.4 distant AM or SW broadcast
iv. 4 strong sse transmissions
v. 2 weak sse transmissions
vi. 1 CW, low level of interfereDce
vii. 0.1 CW, heavy interference

K. Set BFO ON/OFF switch (left of BFO PITCH control) to OFF.

L. Set LOCAL GAIN control (lower left of BFO ON/OFF switch)

to "0" (fully counterclockwise).
K. Set DIAL LOCK control (upper right of LOCAL GAIN control)

fully counterclockwise.
N. Set ZERO ADJ control (lower right center of receiver front

panel) fully counterclockwise.
O. Set RF GAIN control (lower right of ZERO ADJ control) to

"10' (fully clockwise). .

P. Allow at least 120 seconds of warmup time after placing
receiver .in standby condition.

2. Calibration:
A. Set FUNCTION switch to CAL.

B. SetMEGACYCLE CHANGE control (lowerright of FUNCTIOK
switch) ao that the first two digits (i.e., the digits
to the left) of the odometer-type readout dial (central
to the receiver frontpanel) correspond to the first two
digits of the frequency to be received.*

C. Set KILOCYCLE CHANGE control so that the

digits of the odometer-type readout dial

nearest even one hundred kHz step to the
uency.*

last three
indicate the

desired freq-

Notes and explanations

Here are some additions to the basic Operating Procedure
that will be of interest and use to the DXer. The add-

itions are keyed to correspond to the basic step of the
procedure:

*Aa examples, if ZBMI on 1230 kHz is the station to be

received, set the first two digits of the frequency
dial (using the MEGACYCLE CHANGE control) to read 01,
and the last three digits af the frequency dial (uaing
the KILOCYCLE CHANGE control) to read 200. If AFRTS on

15430 kHz is the station to be received, set the first

1. (D. ) AGC Switch In general tuning, set this to FAST.
TEe reason is that if the AGC Switch is set to

MEDIUM or SLOW (especially SLOW), the receiver's
AGC response and recovery time is longer. This
means basically that if one tunes from a strong
station, the receiver will be desensitized for a
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2. Calibration It may not be: obvious, but is nonethe-
less true that the R-390A may be calibrated for fre-

quency readout on signals of exact kno"n frequency.
If signals of known frequency are available, follow
this procedure:

i:--s~t-FUNCTiON-s;it~h-tO-AGC:--------------------------

~;. Set MEGACYCL<: CHANGE control (lo\'!er right of FUNC-

TION switch) so that the first two digits (i.e., the
digits to the left) of the odometer-type readout
dial (central to the receiver front panel) corre-
spond to the first two digits of the frequency of
the known station.*

N. Set KILOCYCLE CHANGE control so that the last three

digits of the odometer-type readout dial indicate
the last three digits of the frequency of the known
station.*

*As an example, if WABC on 770 kHz is the station to
be used for receiver calibration, set the first two
digits of the frequency dial (usingtha,MEGACYCLE

CHANGE control) to read 00, and the last three dig-
its of the frequency dial (using the KILOCYCLE
CHAi.GE control) to read 770.

O. Set BFO ON/OFF switch to ON.
P. Set Ln:E l.mTER to "0".

Set LI!IE GAIN control to ''It''.

Tighten do\'lnZERO ADJ control fully clockwise.
While observinG the indication on the LIIIE LEVEL
meter (upper left-hand corner of the receiver front
panel), tune the KILOCYCLE CHANCE control until an
indic8.tion is obEerved on the LH'E LEVEL I~eter. i'lhen

this indication is obtained, adjust the LI;:E GAli:
control for an approzil;iately Lie-scale indication on
the LmE LSVEL meter, then continue to rotate the
Kli.OCYCLE CIiA::CE control slowly. Somewhere in the
range of rotation of the KILOCYCLE CHANG]'; control,
the indication on the LINE LEVEL meter will be ob-

served to £iE and rise al,ain sharply. Set the KILO-
CYCLE CHAlmE control for the r:/iniuali!ldication at
the dip of the LIl:E LEVEL meter (note that stc:tion
~odul&tion \'Iill cause a residual, varyinG LI~E LEVEL
[r.oter indication, in contrast to 2. (H.) of the
basic 'Jrocociure). At tLiG point, the odurwter dial

is calibrated to read the station frequency accu-

rately. l;ote that if the ;.;};GACYCL£ CHA;:GE

control is set to anot,.er frequency span, the cali-
bration proce~ure should be repe&ted in oreer to
assure accurate frequency readout.

NOTE: Because of the range of adjustllient of the
KILOCYCLE CHA:.GE control when the ZERO ADJUST con-
trol is tightened do\'ln, it is possible to mistwcen-
ly calibr~te the frequency readout dial on a side
channel 5 or even 10 kHz from the desired, standard
station. Listen to ascertain that the tuned station

is the desired one. Set the BFO ON/OFF switch to the
OFF position when doing this.

T. Loosen ZERO ADJUST control by rotating fully counter-
clockwise.

~~--§~}-~fQ_Q~LQff_§~!}E~_~2_Qff_?2Q!~~2~~____-----------
2.(K.) Set BFO ON/OFF switch to OFF position. (This was

inadvertentlyomitted from the original Operating
Procedure. This would be obvious to anyone except
to whoever is likely to be using this procedure.)

Assuming that you own an R-390A/URR, you may interested in
two other reprints of articles that I wrote concerning the
R-390A, 'I'hey are: R- 0 URR: A Heceiver ~ (reprint
R18, 5 page?) and R_7 0 URROpti:lization .5!lli!Alignment
~ (repnnt T34, 2. page, av;ulable from IRCA Reprints;
P.O. Box ]7088; Seattle, ':Iashington 58107. These are ,It
per page (lllt ner page for IRCA non-members) pluG an SASE.
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length of time (depending on the setting of the
switch), possibly allowing the user to pass over
a wew,er signal which would not be immediately
audible because the receiver has not recovered

its full sensitivity yet. Conversely, in pass-
ing immediately from a weaker to a stronger sig-

nal, the stronger signal will be distorted until
the time constant set by the AGC switch has al-
lowed the AGC to riseto thelevelcorresponding
to the stronger signal.

(H.) ~ RESPONSE Only rarely would the non-radio
amateur have occasion to use the receiver with
the AUDIO RESPONSE switch in the NARROWposItion.
In the NARROW position, a 800-Hertz bandpass fil-
ter is placed in the audio path of the receiver.
This is intended for use in copying CW under con-
ditions of extreme noise and/or interference.It
can be used to advantage, also, under similar
conditions for performing P~is.

(J.) BANDWIDTHKC The2-kHzand l-kHz bandwidth posi-
tions can be used to advantage for receiving sig-
nals under weak-signal or severe interference
conditions. In general, especially with the l-kHz
bandwidth, the 2-kHz and I-kHz bandwidths should
be used in conjunction with the BFO. The narrower
the bandwidth in use, the less the noise and in-
terference that will be heard. But about 3 kHz
bandwidth minimum is necessary to pass voice fre-
quencies when receiving A-M transmissions to
allow for inclusion of the carrier. Since the

lowest voice modulation frequency likely to be of
use is about 300 Hz, this means that frequencies
of 0 to 300 Hz are of little practical value in
generating intelli5ibility. There will likely be

noise and heterodynes around tl,is area of 0 to
300 Hz. By Getting the receiver bandpass so that
it "straddles" the range of frequencies about 500
to 2,500 Hz above (or below) the frequency of the
desired f;ignal, and reinserting the carrier fre-
quency using the ~FO, Luch reduction in interfer-
ence ca~ Le realized in some cases. No further
effort 'ilill be [;,ade to describe this technique
here. 'ihe technique is simple,but is very difficult I
to describe.

(0.) RF GAllicontrol This will most always be operated
"wide open" (fully clockwise). About the only time
that it won't is when reinserting a carrier on a
fairly strong signal, in order to prevent diGtortion
due to characteristics of the diode detector used in
the R-390A. This is more likely to be done when lis-
tenins on shortuave frequencies.

Q.
R.
S.


